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So, you are thinking of starting out with shiatsu? Excellent! Will you be treating others with this 

technique in the future professionally? Then you might have some question about whether you can 

offer your clients a session that is covered by their health insurance. Unfortunately, the sector is not 

completely clear and transparent when it comes to coverage. The policies within the insurance sector 

change on a regular basis. We at N.S.K.S. are doing everything to help you understand what it all means 

for you as a professional practicing shiatsu. 

The N.S.K.S. offers both the complete four year study for shiatsu therapist, as individual training 

modules. Both are rated at H.B.O. level quality. The Dutch government has not yet made the H.B.O. level 

obligatory and will not do so for a few years yet. By already complying to these expected requirements 

the N.S.K.S. is as future proof as it gets. 

How it works 

Insurance companies have the final say whether a therapist is administered to their register of therapist 

that is covered by their insurance. In order to make sure that their clients are getting quality treatment 

they turn to the knowledge and wisdom of professional associations. After your training you can apply 

to become a member of such an association and as such be acknowledged by the insurance companies. 

These associations have a checklist for potential members. Having trained with an institution that has 

been accredited by certain accreditation companies as performing at H.B.O. level is one of the checks. 

This is why often Dutch shiatsu training institutions communicate that they have been accredited as of 

being ‘H.B.O. niveau’. Another check is having an official certification of Basic Medical Knowledge (MBK  

Medische Basis Kennis) conforming to the requirements acceptable by the PLATO (or similar) 

organization in the Netherlands. Professional associations like this too. It allows the HBO level to be 

applied so that insurance companies are happy with the level of medical education for C.A.M. therapists 

In short, for coverage the following actors are of importance: the client, the therapist, the professional 

association, the insurance companies, the schools and the accrediting institutes.  

Your client will receive (partial) restitution1 by the health insurance if: 

 The treating therapist: 

o Has a MBK certificate from a H.B.O. level accredited school for the western medical 

diploma; 

o Has finished the shiatsu therapist training; 

o Is a member of a professional association, which: 

 is acknowledged by the health insurance company that the client is a member 

of; 

 They have the additional package that also covers alternative therapies. 

                                                           
1 The following steps will make sure your sessions are covered by at least 88.5% of the Dutch health insurance 
companies. (source: Vektis zorgthermometer 2016) 
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The expectations are that in the upcoming years the regulation for education in the CAM-field 

(Complementary and Alternative Medicine field, of which shiatsu is a big part) will intensify. Currently it 

is not yet obligatory to be H.B.O. level accredited but sometime in the future this change. Note that we 

are talking about H.B.O. level accreditation. To actually be accounted as an H.B.O. study requires the 

approval of the Ministry of Education. Currently no CAM-field studies are acknowledged as such. All 

H.B.O. level accreditations are issued by three institutions in the Netherlands. They are C.P.I.O.N., 

S.N.R.O., and K.T.N.O.. The N.S.K.S. is one of the schools accredited as being of H.B.O. level quality.  

What this means for you  

First things first: pass the shiatsu exams. Also take the exams to get your MKB (or higher. A practicing 

physiotherapist for example already has these qualifications) certification. 

Register as a member of a professional association (e.g. N.V.S.T., V.B.A.G., L.V.N.G., B.A.T.C.) specifically 

for shiatsu therapists or professionals in the CAM-field. 

Watch out for news from health insurance companies concerning new rules and regulations for the 

shiatsu sector. The professional association that, by then, you are a member of will keep you posted as 

well.  

Finally, not all health insurance subscriptions include coverage for alternative therapies in all of their 

products. It is up to the client to make sure that they are insured with the right product. Most health 

insurance companies have an online platform where the client can easily check their subscription for 

this type of information. 

 

This article is brought to you by the Nederlandse School voor Klassieke Shiatsu –Dutch School for Classical Shiatsu 


